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a b s t r a c t

This study investigates the effect of an included angle and heat flux on heat transfer of V-shape tube
array having a horizontal upper tube. The test uses two stainless steel tubes with a smooth surface
submerged under the water at atmospheric pressure. The angle varies from 2� to 24�. The heat transfer
coefficient gets decreasing in consequence as the angle increases. The enhancement due to the lower
tube is distinct as the heat flux is lower than 60 kW/m2, where the effect of the convective flow is
dominant. The present study and the published results show a similar tendency. Although the heat
transfer coefficient for the present study is smaller than the symmetry case, enhanced heat transfer is
observed compared to the tube array having a lower horizontal tube as the included angle is less than
10�.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The adoption of passive systems is one of the remarkable
characteristics of advanced nuclear reactors. These systems certify
the ability of decay heat removal for a certain period without any
external power supply or operators action. In the systems, water or
steam circulates naturally to prevent core melting [1e3]. Among
the systems, a passive type heat exchanger that delivers residual
heat of a reactor to the environment water in awater storage tank is
most important. The emergency condenser adopted in ‘Siede-
wasserreaktor’ (SWR, German: boiling water reactor) 1000 [2] and
the passive condensing heat exchanger (PCHX) in the advanced
power reactor plus (APRþ) [3] have inclined tube bundles from the
horizontal as shown in Fig.1. The inclination of a tube is amethod of
preventing water hammering [3]. The emergency condensers
function as completely passive devices and remove residual heat
from the reactor to the core flooding pools [2]. The PCHX situates at
the secondary side of a steam generator and removes decay heat
from the reactor core [3].

The passive condensers adopted in SWR1000 and APR þ has
almost V-shape tube bundles [2,3] in a vertical alignment, in which
the upper tube is inevitably affected by the lower one. The bundle
effect is to estimate the enhancement in heat transfer on the upper
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
tube. The value of the heat transfer coefficient (hb) of an upper tube
with activating lower tubes divided by that of the same tube acti-
vated alone in the bundle is generally called as the bundle effect
(hr) [4]. The tube surface, the shape of a bundle, and the liquid can
change pool boiling. Therefore, there have been many studies to
identify the effects of those parameters [5,6]. Because the origin of
the convective flow is the lower tube to identify the effect of the
heat flux of the lower one (q

00
L) on heat transfer of the upper one is

interesting. Ustinov et al. [7] studied pool boiling of tandem tubes
and identified that the superheat (DTsat) of the upper tube was
decreasing as the heat flux of the lower tube increased. Recently,
Kang [8] investigated the effects of a tube pitch (P) and the heat flux
of a lower tube on pool boiling of a tube bundle.

To identify the effects of a pitch between tubes on heat transfer
is significant for the thermal design of tube bundles. Many re-
searchers have investigated its effect on pool boiling heat transfer
[4e11]. The variation of tube pitch can change pool boiling heat
transfer [9e11]. With increasing the pitch, the maximum heat
transfer coefficient of the upper tube decreases [10], increases [11],
or is negligible [9]. This discrepancy is closely relating to liquid,
tube geometries, and location of the tubes. Kang [8] suggests that
the importance of the fully developed turbulent flow in enhancing
the heat transfer of a tube bundle. Since the local pitch for the V-
shape tube is changing along the tube length [12], the result for a
tube bundle having a fixed pitch cannot apply to the condensation
heat exchangers mentioned above. For the past several decades,
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Nomenclature

D diameter of the heating tube, m
hb boiling heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-ºC
hr bundle effect
hrh normalized bundle effect
I supplied current, A
L heated tube length, m
P tube pitch
q

00
L heat flux of the lower tube, W/m2

q
00
T heat flux of the upper tube, W/m2

Ra surface roughness, mm
Tsat saturation temperature, ºC
TW tube wall temperature, ºC
V supplied voltage, V
d included angle, deg
DTsat tube wall superheat (¼ TW � Tsat), ºC
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many researchers have investigated pool boiling heat transfer on an
inclined tube [13]. However, the results of a single tube cannot be
applied to a tube bundle without significant modification because
of the differences in heat transfer mechanism. In general, improved
heat transfer is observing on the upper-tube in comparison with
the single tube [12].

Recently, some researchers investigated to identify the heat
transfer characteristics of the V-shape tube bundles. Bae et al. [3]
and Kim et al. [14] studied to obtain the performance of the
condensing heat exchanger and the passive auxiliary feedwater
systems. Kang [12,15] investigated experimentally the effect of the
included angle (d) of the V-shape tubes on pool boiling heat transfer
in detail. Kang [12] studied the included angle between two tubes
inclined as ±d=2from the horizontal and identified that the increase
of the angle enhanced the bundle effect. The heat transfer also
depends on the asymmetry of the tube shape. Kang [15] published
some results for the asymmetry V-shape tubes having a lower
horizontal tube (LT). When the lower tube is in a horizontal di-
rection, the bundle effect gets slightly lower compared to that of the
symmetry case. This phenomenon has resulted from the difference
in the influencing region of the rising bubbles. When the V-shape
tube is in symmetry [12], the upward flow from the lower side tube
is fully overlapping with the upper tube. In other words, the up-
ward flow is partly overlapping with the upper tube as the V-shape
tube has a horizontal lower tube [15]. This difference causes the
discrepancy between the cases.

Summarizing the published results, it is distinct that the
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of pa
position of tubes is of importance for the analysis of heat transfer of
a tube bundle. Therefore, the present study is aimed to study the
variations of pool boiling heat transfer on the tube bundle having a
horizontal upper tube (UT). For the case, the upward flow is
concentrating on a narrow part of the upper tube, and this phe-
nomenon may cause a difference in the heat transfer. Through the
study, the detailed analysis of the inclination angle of the V shape
tubes will be possible.

2. Experiments

Fig. 2 shows the overall arrangement of the experimental fa-
cilities. It consists of a water tank, a test section, and control and
measuring devices. The assembled test section (Fig. 3) is situated in
the tank having the cross-section of a rectangle (950 � 1300 mm)
and a height of 1400mm. Two stainless steel plates cover the upper
part of the water tank to minimize any possible loss of the water
inventory to the environment. A small part of the upper plates is
opened to maintain the atmospheric pressure. The water tank is
filled with filtered tap water. The preheating of the water is
executed using four pre-heaters when the first water level reached
1.1 m.

To make a V-shape tube two tubes of 19 mm outside diameter
(D) and 400 mm heated length (L) is combined with a supporter.
The material of the testing tubes is stainless steel. There are a few
strands of electric-resistance-wire inside the tube to supply electric
power to the test tube. The space between the wires and the tube
wall is filled with insulation powder to prevent any possible current
leakage to the environment systems. To make the surface of the
tube smooth a buffing technique is adopted. The arithmetic average
roughness of the tube is Ra ¼ 0.15 mm. The test section is 0.5 m
above from the bottom wall of the water tank. To supply electric
power to the tube, 220V AC is applied.

Six T-type sheathed thermocouples (TCs) of 1.5 mm diameter is
brazed on the sides of the tube wall to measure the temperature of
a tube, as shown in Fig. 3. The number on the tube surface means
the location of a thermocouple. According to Kang [16], the tem-
peratures measured at the side of a tube are similar to the average
value of the tube periphery. The temperature decrease through the
brazing metal is calculated by the one-dimensional conduction
equation. The possible maximum decrease in temperature through
the brazing metal is calculated as 0.08 �C at 110 kW/m2 using the
thermal conductivity of the brass at 110 �C [17]. The calibration of
the measured temperature is obtained using the data acquisition
system. Six thermocouples attached vertically to a stainless steel
tube that placed in the corner of the tank measure the local water
temperatures. The vertical locations of the thermocouples are 10,
190, 370, 550, 730, and 910 mm, respectively, from the bottomwall
ssive type heat exchangers.



Fig. 2. Schematic of experimental apparatus.

Fig. 3. Layout of tubes in vertical alignment.

Table 1
Test matrix.

d, deg q
00
L , kW/m2 q

00
T , kW/m2

2 0, 60, q
00
T 10e120

6 0, 60, q
00
T 10e120

10 0, 60, q
00
T 10e120

14 0, 60, q
00
T 10e120

18 0, 60, q
00
T 10e120

24 0, 60, q
00
T 10e120
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of the inner tank. Two power supply systems measure and control
the supplied voltage and current. Each power system has three
channels that connected with the test section and the related
heaters.

The included angle varies from 2� to 24� by adjusting the lower
tube, whereas the upper one maintains horizontal. The heat flux of
the lower tube has (1) set a fixed value of 0 and 60 kW/m2 or (2)
changed as same to the heat flux of the upper tube (q

00
T ). When the

water reaches the saturation temperature (100 �C since all tests are
executing at atmospheric pressure), an additional 30 min boiling
continues to remove the dissolved air. Since the test section locates
0.5 m below from the water surface, the saturation temperature
increases about 1.2 �C. The effect of the hydrostatic pressure on the
saturation temperature is also considered for heat transfer analysis.
Tube surface temperatures are measured when they get a steady-
state. The test matrix for the investigation is shown in Table 1.

The heat flux of the tube surface is calculated from themeasured



Table 2
Uncertainties of experimental data.

Data Uncertainty

Data acquisition system ±0.05 �C
Thermocouple ±0.1 �C
Temperature ±0.11 �C
Voltage ±0.5%
Current ±0.5%
Heat flux ±0.7%.
Length ±0.1 mm
Heat transfer coefficient ±6%
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values as follows:

q
00
T ¼

VI
pDL

¼ hbDTsat ¼ hbðTW � TsatÞ (1)

where Vand Iare the supplied voltage and current, and Dand Lare
Fig. 4. Plots of q
00
T

Fig. 5. Variations in bundle effec
the outside diameter and the length of the heated tube, respec-
tively. TWand Tsatrepresent the measured temperatures of the tube
surface and the saturated water, respectively. The temperatures
used in Eq. (1) are the arithmetic average values of the measured
temperatures. The law of error propagation [18] calculates the
uncertainties of experimental data, and the results are showing in
Table 2.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 4 shows plots of q
00
Tversus DTsatdata obtained from the ex-

periments. The value of q
00
Lis changing for d ¼ 6� and 24�. The

enhancement in heat transfer is distinct when the lower tube is
activating compared to the single tube (i.e., q

00
L ¼ 0 kW/m2). The

value ofDTsat is 4.7 �C at q
00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 and 47.6% lower than that of

q
00
L ¼ 0 kW/m2 when q

00
T ¼ 30 kW/m2 and d ¼ 6�. As the angle

changes to 24� DTsatat q
00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 is increasing to 5.1 �C. The
against DTsat .

t for three different angles.
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increase of q
00
Ldecreases DTsatas the heat flux of the upper tube is

fixed. The value of DTsatfor q
00
L ¼ q

00
T is larger than that for

q
00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 as q

00
T is lower than 60 kW/m2. However, as the value

of q
00
T is increasing more than 60 kW/m2 q

00
Lis increasing, too.

Therefore, DTsatfor q
00
L ¼ q

00
T is slightly larger than that for

q
00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2. The enhancement in heat transfer is apparent at

low or moderate heat fluxes. As the value of q
00
T is increasing the

curves for q
00
Ls0 kW/m2 converge to that for the single tube.

The heat transfer coefficient of the upper tube divided by that of
the single tube without the activation of the lower one is obtained
to observe the enhancement due to the lower one. Fig. 5 shows
variations in the bundle effect for d¼ 2�, 10�, and 18� while the heat
flux of the upper tube is increasing. The hr decreases dramatically
from 2.69 to 1.07 for q

00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 and d ¼ 2� as the heat flux of

the upper tube increases from 10 to 120 kW/m2. The maximum
bundle effect is observed at the lowest heat flux (i.e.; q

00
T ¼ 10 kW/

m2). The increase in the included angle results in a decrease in the
bundle effect. Significant bundle effect is observed as q

00
T is less than
Fig. 6. Variations in local bundle effect du
60 kW/m2. The bundle effect for q
00
L ¼ q

00
T at q

00
T<60 kW/m2 is smaller

than that for q
00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 since it is highly dependent of the heat

flux of the lower tube. However, the bundle effect approaches to
unity at q

00
T>60 kW/m2, regardless of q

00
L.

The bundle effect arises from the upward flow rising from the
lower tube and improves the heat transfer on the upper tube. The
turbulent flow from the lower tube consists of bubbles and liquid. It
moves upward and generates a convective flow around the surface
of the upper tube that enhances heat transfer. The intensity of the
convective flow depends on q

00
L, and it is increasing as q

00
Lincreases.

When the heat flux of the upper tube is low, a convection-
controlled regime is dominant [8]. For the case, most of the tube
surface is covering with liquid. The total heat transfer on the tube
surface depends on the convective flow and the number of bubbles
generated. At low heat fluxes, the convective flow functions as the
main heat transfer mechanism since there are not many bubbles.
The continued increase in the heat flux of the upper tube generates
many big size bubbles, and as a result, the bubbles cover a large part
e to heat fluxes and included angle.
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of the surface. Then, the portion of the convective flow gets
decreasing, and the bubble effect becomes dominant. Because of
this transition, the enhancement in heat transfer due to the
convective flow eventually diminishes.

Fig. 6 is plots of the bundle effect due to the heat fluxes and the
included angle at local positions. The local bundle effect (hr;loc) is
compared to the average value (hr;avg). The local values are
measured at the positions of the thermocouples as depicted in
Fig. 3. The data for the TC1(4) shows slightly larger than the
average, while that for the TC3(6) is lower than the average bundle
effect. This tendency is closely related to the dispersion of the up-
stream flow due to the increase of the distance. The difference
among the bundle effects is gradually decreasing as q

00
T increases.

The local bundle effect at TC2(5) is similar to the average value.
To identify the effects of the included angle the heat transfer

coefficients are obtained for the different q
00
Las the included angle

changes from 2� to 24�. Results for q00
T ¼ 30, 50, and 90 kW/m2 are

shown in Fig. 7. The heat transfer coefficients decrease as dincreases
up to 10� regardless of the heat fluxes of the upper and lower tubes.
The heat transfer coefficients increase slightly as d>10�. This ten-
dency implies a mechanism enhancing heat transfer. A slight in-
crease in heat transfer at larger included angles is closely related to
the development of the turbulence [8]. Since it needs some distance
for the mixture of the liquid and bubbles to generate strong tur-
bulence, an enhancement in heat transfer is observed at higher
angles. For the tandem tube, the effect of the developed turbulence
is distinct at 2�P =D�5 depending on the combination of the heat
fluxes [8]. The average value of the P =D, where the effect of the
developed turbulence gets dominant is nearby 3 for the present
study. The heat transfer coefficients for the different q

00
Lare almost

same at q
00
T ¼ 60 kW/m2. The heat transfer coefficient is highly

dependent on q
00
L. The value of hbfor q

00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 is larger than

that for q
00
L ¼ q

00
T at q

00
T ¼ 30 kW/m2. But, the value of hbfor

q
00
L ¼ 60 kW/m2 is smaller than that for q

00
L ¼ q

00
T at q

00
T ¼ 90 kW/m2.

After all, the higher q
00
L results in, the higher heat transfer coefficient.

As q
00
T is increasing the effect of the developed turbulence increases,

too. An important heat transfer mechanism at higher heat fluxes is
the coalescence of bubbles that deteriorates heat transfer. It is due
to the many bubbles covering a tube surface. If the turbulence gets
strong, this turbulence accelerates the detachment of bubbles from
the surface. As a result, the enhancement in heat transfer is
Fig. 7. Plots of hbversus dat q
00
T

observing.
The reversed-V shape curves between 10� and 20� shown in

Fig. 7(a) and (b) are of interest since there is no clear tendency at
higher heat fluxes (see Fig. 7(c)). Throughout the included angles,
the dispersion of convective flow and the turbulence of the bubbles
are the main mechanisms in heat transfer [12]. The upward flow of
liquid and bubbles disperses while moving along the vertical height
and affects the heat transfer of the upper tube. The intensity of the
flow depends on the heat flux of the lower tube as well as its
location. The dispersion region of the upward flow is expanding as
the included angle increases. In other words, this dispersion re-
duces the intensity of the convective flow and is the chief cause of
the decrease in the heat transfer coefficient of the upper tube for
d<10�. The effect of the fully developed turbulent flow is observed
when 2�P =D�5 [8]. Considering the average pitch, P =Dranges
from 2.55 to 4.28 as d varies from 14� to 24�. Therefore, the increase
in hbin these regions is certainly related to the development of
turbulent flow. The intensity of the turbulence gets stronger due to
the increase of q

00
Land the distance between tubes. A slight decrease

in hbis observed at d ¼ 18� for q
00
T ¼ 30 and 50 kW/m2. That is

attributed to the coalescence of bubbles on the tube surface. The
chief cause of deterioration in heat transfer of a tube is the gener-
ation of big size bubbles on the surface [1]. When the turbulence is
not strong, a slight increase of d diminishes its effect on heat
transfer. Then the coalesced bubbles stay longer on the surface, and
the effect of bubble coalescence magnifies. When q

00
T ¼ 90 kW/m2,

more bubbles are generating on the surface. The bubbles agitate the
relevant liquid and increase heat transfer. The combination of
agitation and the developed turbulence enhances heat transfer, and
no reversed-V shape is observing in Fig. 7(c).

Present experimental data have compared to the published re-
sults [12,15] to identify the effect of asymmetry on heat transfer.
Fig. 8 shows the variation of the normalized bundle effect (hrh) as
q

00
Tchanges. Since the value of hrhas gained by dividing the heat

transfer coefficient of the inclined tube, the heat transfer co-
efficients for the different inclination angle is not the same,
although they have the same hr . Therefore, the value of hrh has
calculated by dividing the heat transfer coefficient of the upper
tube with that of the tube in the horizontal direction to normalize
the bundle effect. The results for the three cases have plotted in the
same graph. The present study shows a similar trend comparing to
¼ 30, 50, and 90 kW/m2.



Fig. 8. Variation of normalized bundle effect for different bundle geometries.
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the published results. In the figure, LH and UH indicate the lower
horizontal and the upper horizontal, respectively. Throughout the
included angles, except d ¼ 2�, the heat transfer coefficient for the
symmetry case is higher than those for the other cases. The UH case
Fig. 9. Projection of
shows a similar tendency comparing to the LH case. The UH case
shows enhanced heat transfer as is d ¼ 2� and 6�. However, the LH
case shows enhanced heat transfer as d�10�. When q

00
T<60 kW/m2,

much enhancement in heat transfer is showing regardless of the
V-shape tubes.
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cases. In general, the enhancement depends on the included angle
and geometry. Among the shapes, the UH case is most sensitive for
the variation of the included angle.

The discrepancy originates from the difference in the over-
lapping length. The upper tube is affected by the lower tube
through the tube length regardless of dfor the symmetry case.
However, part of the upper tube is not directly affected by the lower
one for the asymmetry cases. If the lower tube is horizontal, the
projection length (see Fig. 9) of the upper tube on the lower tube
can be calculated as Lcosd. Therefore, Lð1 � cosdÞof the lower tube is
not overlapping with the upper tube. The flow from the lower tube
is not directly affecting the heat transfer of the upper tube for the
LH case. For the case, some flow from the lower tube directly moves
upward without influencing on the upper tube. If the upper tube is
horizontal and the lower tube is inclined like the present study, the
effect of the upcoming flow integrates into the overlapped length,
as shown in Fig. 9. This integration of the flow is themain reason for
the heat transfer enhancement for the UH case, as shown in
Fig. 9(a) and (b). However, some part of the upper tube is not
overlapping with the projection length. Since the flow generated by
the lower tube moves upward, this non-overlapping length con-
tributes small to the heat transfer enhancement of the upper tube.
This phenomenon is the cause of the heat transfer deterioration
comparing to the symmetry case.

The inclination of the tube takes the main role as the included
angle increases. The hrhfor the LH case gets higher than that for the
UH one as d ¼ 10� and 14�. The main reason for this tendency is the
inclination of the tube. As Kang [9] already explained, bubbles
generate additional liquid agitation while moving along the tube
length. This agitation plays an important role in enhancing heat
transfer at low heat fluxes.

4. Conclusions

An experimental study is executed for a V-shape tube bundle to
obtain the effects of a lower-tube on pool boiling heat transfer. The
upper-tube fixes as horizontal, and the lower one gradually in-
clines. The test uses two stainless steel tubes of 19 mm diameter
and 400 mm length submerged under the water at atmospheric
pressure. Through the investigation, the following conclusions have
attained.

(1) The increase in the included angle eventually decreases the
heat transfer coefficient of the upper-tube.

(2) The main mechanisms in heat transfer relate to the creation
of the convective flow and the dispersion of the upward flow.

(3) The fully developed turbulent flow enhances heat transfer as
the included angle is large.
(4) The result of the present study shows a similar trend
comparing to the published results.

(5) The concentration of the flow takes the main role as d < 10�

for the heat transfer enhancement. However, the liquid
agitation along with a length of the inclined tube, in turn,
takes the role as d � 10�.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.net.2019.08.023.
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